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PREHMPLIFIER

Audio Research REFIO
ln an indecently short time after the Anniversary finished its run, Audio Research has
again re-defined the modern preamplifier. Valves will never seem the same again...
Review: Ken Kessler Lab: Paul Miller
aving reviewed Audio Research's
Relerence Anniversary
preamplifier IHFN Apr'1 11, and
had my REF5 updated to SE
status, lthought I'd savoured allthere was
to desire from an all-valve control unitHow wrong I was: the sorcerers at Audio
Research have improved on their best in
such an embarrassingly short time that I
cannot even muster a suitable analoqy. Not
from Fl, not from computing, nada. The
evidence is immediate. and disLurbing.
To salve the sensitivities of those who
purchased an Anniversary who might be
feeling that horrible sensation associated
with being an early adopter, note that
the price of the new Reference 10 linestage preamplifier is f4000 more than an
Anniversary (and more than double that of
a '55E). To ensure that there's no bitterness
against Audio Research for those who feel
they'should have waited', the Anniversary
has: 1) unimpeachable collector's status
due to inherent rarity that the REFi 0 will
never possess: and 2) is'old school'in that
it features physical controls.

TOUCHY FEETY
It's the latter which might have Anniversary
owners sighing with relief, Comparing the
overhead shots oi their innards reveals
more similarities than differences. lt even
seems as if the REFl0's touchscreen panel
is its ralson d€tre. So let me get this out of
the way, rather than let it taint what might
be my most effusive review in 25 years:
gimme two knobs and a row of buttons
every time, but don't let the panel put you
off the move from Anniversary to REFl0.
A two-chassis line stage, the REF10 owes
much to its limited edition predecessor,
but it has been refined rather than radically
overhauled. Beyond the touchscreen
interface, it presents no surprises to ARC
fans. The rear-panel layout, the warm"up
period, the basic styling - all familiar stuff.
RIGHT: Tidy intemals, with centre filled by
eight 6H30 valves - four per channel. Both untu
come with a seethrough perforated acrylic lid,
so all of this is visible to the curious
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Because the Anniversary was a roaring
success - double the company's original

projections - and was the first two-chassis
Audio Research preamp in some years,
the company realised that demand for
a preamp with outboard power supply
existed from a vocal slice ol the market.
Audio Research, however, remembered
those who invested in the Anniversary
and its limited edition status, stating
that continuing to produce it'would
not have been fair to original owners'.
lnstead, a new modelthat respected the
Anniversary's unique status was needed.
ln keeping with the company's preferred
methodology, the REFI0 employs a fully
discrete signal path, zero feedback and
Class-A circuit. The refinements reflect
what the company has discovered in the
two-and-a-half years since the Anniversary
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entered production: new wiring,
connectors, critically-selected components,
and a new generation of proprietary
custom-made capacitors.

SflCIIING TO ITS GUNS
While the massive display is a culture
shock - lwill. to the grave. picture rotaries,
buttons and handles when I hear the words

'audio'and 'research' in tandem - the
REFl0 retains the Anniversary's layout and
design, and a trainspotter perspective is
needed to isolate the detail changes in
the aesthetics. Display or not, you will
immediately recognise the manufacturer of
the REF10, the company sticking to its guns
about not alienating existing owners, from

{product) generation to generation.
Aside from the large volume rotary,
which works with left-right jerk motions
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rather than rotating fully, and buttons for
on/otf and mute, all controls are handled
by a remote and the aforementioned
touch panel. The remote
command5 the usual

operations including
source selection, levels,
balanced or single-ended
inputs and other basic

the unit has been in operation, indicating
what life your tubes may have left. lt can
be reset after valves are replaced.

Audio Research's
literature states that,
'our logo is above
the knob on the right,
making this the first
asymmetricalAudio
Research preamplifier
ever'. That, in my nonasymmetrical world
view, is hardly a virtue. lwon't even wear
watches with asymmetrical dials. But lfeel
compelled to point it out, because ARC did.

'The drsplayis a
tangible indicator
of

thewayARC

needs. Everything the
remote does can be
selected f.om the touch
panel, along with a host of customising
options and access to a valve usage
counLer. lhis leeps track of the lolal Lime

sees the future'

ABOVE: The preamp's Iascia is dominated
by the touchscrcen panel, on /ofi is via a small
button while the second button is the mute. The
power supply (bottom) has no controls at all

-

There's an upside, though: you don't
even need to look at the owner's manual
to discover all the display can do, if you've
ever used a phone, camera, computer or
even microwave oven with a touchscreen.
The literature is not exaggerating when it
describes the operation as'intuitive' and
'straightlorward'. lust about every main
function is displayed, and you simply touch
the screen to change something.

PANOPLY OF OPTIONS
That multicoloured 7in TFT display is no mere decorative item but an interactive
touchscreen controller sourced from Comfile Technology - a 'panel PC'. This
particular module sports an ARMg 32bit/266MHz processor with 64MB flash
memory, running a Windows CE Pro 5.O operating system. The screen supports
260 thousand colours and offers an 800x48O pixel resolution, so there's plenty
ot mileage here for ARc to provide a kaliedoscopic menu should it choose to do
so in the luture. The rear ot the panel PC sports Type A and B USB connections,
unused here, together with two RS232 ports and it's one of these that provides
the interlace with ARC'S on-board volume control and navigation buttons, The
chunky lR controller also communicates with the PC through th€ same interlace.
Frankly, with such interactive technology now so readily available, the only
surprise is that so few companies have rumped on board. PM

Where it gets modern and clever is in the
panoply of options via the settings menu.
You can name every input, and even
change the colours of the typeface and the
background. Each input can be adjusted
to provide volume matching regardless ol
the sources, something lfound useful when
switching from the output of my Mac to a
Sony Blu-ray player, the difference being
levels that blast you unawares. The REF10
took care of that discrepancy with ease.
This display is not a gimmick, but
a tangible indicator of the way Audio
Research sees the future. CEO Terry Dorn a',
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ABOVE: t tter clarity: every input and output ofiered with singleended or balanced
connectivity, the upper row for the right channel and the low€r for the left. Note twin
muhi-pin connectors tor the extemal power supplys umbilical cords

stop/start of transients. lt was a test
of 'valveness' amidst the modernity.
Lest you think that the mocktransistor authority of this unit's
dynamic speed and control implies
a hardening of the sound, fear not.
The REF10's compo.tment is so
warm I wanted to name it after one
of our cats.

I,OST IN SPACE
followed 'Bewitched'
take of'l Left lvly Heart ln
San Francisco'that almost makes
you forget Tony Bennett's definitive
version. London, it must be said,
could make'Shaddap You Face'
sound sexy.,. With the REF10
it was sonic choreography, a
dance between her voice and the
instruments. Civen the golden-era
Capitol origins, the real arbiter of
excellence would be the spatial
recreation. With'l Cot lt Bad (And
That Ain't Cood)', we have a wall-towall facsimile of a 1960s bachelor
pad. Suddenly, your toes are lost in
the deepest pile carpet ever woven.
It was space and atmosphere
in the dimensional sense - true
depth, width and he,ght - and with
the sounds layered so convincinqly
that you wish 5.1 systems were as
successful. Lazy guitar, sounding
like Les Paul on Quaaludes, floats
out of the left speaker, so real, so
ljquid that you go a bit woozy. lt's
two glasses of Amarone in quick
succession. There's no impression
of flat jmages arrayed like old-style
Ms London

with

a

3D movies. London is in front of
you, the instruments around her,
never crowding. I thought my walls

had moved outward. But who am I
kidding? I had a miracle of an sAcD
player in the system.
ln goes Rory Block's last Fair Deal
lTelarc SACD63593l. The guitar
work picked up a new dimension,
a tingle that is part and parcel of
the bottleneck experience. lt played
out against a background of black
silences, yet there was no aridity,
no sense of that overly-hygienic
stripping away of the very clues that

define authenticity.
Simply put, the music was rich
with the textures and nuances that
are olten lost through an audio
chain. There was a complete lack
of artifice. The outlay will buy an
entrylevel tourbillon, a decent 4x4,
two cases of 1985 Sassicaia, ad
nfnltum. Whether someone with

ARC'S
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o4-step djgitally-regulated volume control operates

in fine -O.5dB steps offering aboot 60dB of attenuation
from ''1 03' (maxl down to 3' (closer to sTdB in practjce).

lf

you need to reduce volume very quickly,the lR mute button
isthe best option.ln fully balanced mode (XLR in/out), the
REFl0 provjdes +l2.5dB ofgain, doublethat in single'ended
mode (RcA in/out), although both present a 280ohm source
impedance. fhe four 6H30P double'triodes perside promise
huge headroom (the maximum input levelis >20V)and output
levels (>30V)while, under mor€ typical conditions, dktortion
is extremelywell managed. At lVoutput, THD is consistently
between 0.001-0.002% from 20Hz-2okHz lsee 6raph 2], rising
to 0.004'0.006% at 2V and 0.01-0.05% at 10V output - this
con tr olled 'chalacter' irespedive offiequency is impressive,
partjcularly as THD is inherently low. The 9TdBAwtd 5/N ratio
(re.0dBU is alsovery impressive as is the m inuscule -l oodBv
hum. Basically, the REFr o is silent. The rated 3dB/200kHz
response was not achieved at 0dB gain. however, oursample
rolling gently- and quite sensibly-awayto -0.6d8/2OkHz and
-6.7dB/1ookHz lsee Craph 1, below].
lfthere is a very small fly struqqlinq to escape this technical
triumph, it\ in the form of a I2.8kHz tone (-111d8 below
lV output)that spawns a series of higheFlevel harmonics at
2s.6kHz (-99d8),38.4kHz (-92dB), 51.2kHz (-esdB), 64kHz
(-100d8)and so on. Switching the display off has no effect
butthe tone (surelya switching or polling artefact)is likelyto
originate withthe panel PC in this ARC chassis lsee boxout,
p551. Readers are invited to view a comprehensive QC Suite
test reportforARC'S REFl0 preampljfier by navigating to |ft1,vhifinews.co.uk and clicking on the red download'button. PM
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ABOVE: Extended frequency response (1Hz-100kH2,

black) versus

output impedance (20H2-100kH2, red)
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f27,900 wishes, instead, to spend
it on a REFI0 depends on but one
thing: an unbridled lust for music. O

No pussyfooting: this is the best"
sounding valve preamp I have
ever heard, topping even the
Anniversary - which I thought
was part of Cod's own sound
system. No, I don't enioy touch
panels, as lam an unrepentant
traditionalist/ Luddite/ARC purist
who prefers knobs and buttons.
But that is my problem. lf you can
get past its tube-preamp-violatedby-an-iPad mien, you will love this
as Hepburn loved Tracy.
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ABOVE Distortion versus extended frequency from
5Hz-4okHz at 0dSV (left, black right, red)

Maximum output (<rx TFID. 47kohm)

Maximub input l€vel (<rsTrD)

A-wtd s/N ratio Fe. 0dBV)

Sound 0uaLity: 90%
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